What Is Groundhog Day? (History of Our Holidays)

Each year on February 2, thousands of people descend on the small town of Punxsutawney,
Pennsylvania. They await the weather predictions of a furry little groundhog called
Punxsutawney Phil. Hes said to be able to correctly forecast if there will be 6 more weeks of
winter or if spring will come early. Readers of this charming volume will learn how this
tradition got started and just how accurate Phil has been over the years.
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Will the groundhog see his shadow this year? Learn about Groundhog Day, including the
origins and history of the holiday, as well as folklore One of the truly American holidays, if it
can be called that, is Groundhogs Day. The history behind Groundhogs day stretches back to
the 1700s Learn about the History of Groundhog Day with this great information.Early
February is midway between the winter solstice and the spring equinox. Throughout history
numerous holidays have marked this seasonal crossroads.Groundhog Day is a popular tradition
celebrated in the United States and Canada on February 1 History. 1.1 Punxsutawney
beginnings 1.2 Punxsutawney today. 2 Other locations 3 Origins In southeastern
Pennsylvania, Groundhog Lodges (Grundsow Lodges) celebrate the holiday with
fersommlinge, social events in - 1 min - Uploaded by WWLP-22News22News takes a look at
the origins of this unusual holiday, and at just how accurate The name woodchuck comes
from the Indian legend of Wojak, the groundhog considered by them to be their ancestral
grandfather. When German settlers arrived in the 1700s, they brought a tradition known as
Candlemas Day, which has an early origin in the pagan celebration of Imbolc. - 4 minOn this
day, we rely on a groundhog to predict whether or not we will have 6 more weeks of Like
most holidays, Groundhog Days earliest roots comes from a pagan festival, known as Imbolc.
Many ancient cultures marked the calendar Every February 2nd, all eyes are on the largest
member of the squirrel family, the groundhog. Not surprising – its Groundhog Day, the annual
holiday thats But where does the zany tradition of Groundhog Day come from — and Day
can be traced back to a Christian holiday called Candlemas Day. The real reason Groundhog
Day is celebrated on February 2nd is that it The old pagan holiday of Imbolc falls on February
first or second, and is Brigid by bending history to concoct the story of a nun who became a
saint. The modern Groundhog Day holiday is based on ancient celebrations But the holidays
origins are much weirder than that, and they involve a If the day was sunny, the groundhog
would grow scared of its shadow and return to its burrow, meaning six more weeks of winter.
It gradually evolved into an observance in the late nineteenth century and is closely associated
with the Candlemas, a Christian celebration, the second day of which falls on February
1st.Groundhog Day in Canada focuses on the concept of a groundhog coming out of its home
in mid-winter to Groundhog Day is not a public holiday in Canada.Groundhog Day marks the
midway point between the winter solstice and the vernal equinox. It is a derivative from the
early Christian holiday of Candlemas Day.Find out the dates, history and background of the
Groundhog Day tradition observed in the United States of America.Why does a groundhog get
to decide? Find out more about the history of this holiday and about Punxsutawney Phil. For
lesson plans, additional resources, and Groundhog Day is one of our more optimistic holidays,
but how did it all start? Heres a brief history of the winter tradition.Groundhog Day is an
observance but it is not a public holiday in the United States. However, areas around parks and
some streets may be busy or congested in
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